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1.1 A new dynamic between science and technology has forced evolution of the way in which environmental information is now managed and analysed.

1.2 Analytical and storage capabilities accessible from the future user's desktop.

5.1 The information system management council should bring together representatives of the scientific community, funding agency management and information system staff for frank, open, direct and frequent interactions.

5.2 The analogy between data publication and publication of scientific research results.

5.3 Three personnel scenarios for handling 50 data sets, each of which requires 26 weeks of human effort to achieve maturity.

5.4 Two factors that can increase the cost of handling data sets long after they are collected or submitted.

5.5 Data flow diagram illustrating how data matured in the FIFE information system.

6.1 Konza Prairie research experimental design.

6.2 Data requests to Konza Prairie LTER data manager from 1984 to 1993 from non-Konza LTER investigators.

7.1 Location of 1992 FHM detection monitoring activities.

7.2 Location of 1992 FHM pilot and demonstration activities.

7.3 FHM information management system data flow.

8.1 The Sequoia 2000 layered architecture.

9.1 Area as a function of some variable \( x \).

9.2 The derivative of the function of Figure 9.1.

9.3 Pixels from three images of shrub thickets.

9.4 Pixel differences of images shown in Figure 9.3.

9.5 Approximating ellipses for areas shown in Figure 9.3.

9.6 Vector field denoting change of a spatial boundary.

9.7 Observed area values and the finite difference structure.

10.1 Flow diagram of the components of research data management taken from the North Inlet LTER, illustrating the integral importance of quality assurance.

10.2 AIC versus the number of model parameters for Method I (parametric) (a), Method II (seasonal semiparametric) (b), and